Early Hair Loss

Don’t blame your genes. Is your subjectivity about your hairline determined by your family history? You might be surprised. 

Vary, rules, the combination of your genetics and an environment would your ability to interpret his loss or showing before age 40. 

How did we calculate your result?

We calculated the probability of early-onset hair loss using over 20 different genetic factors: 

- How many of your genes: 
- How many of your relatives: 
- What effect does your age have on your hairline?

What about early hair loss?

To show the characteristics: 

- Y-axis: Your hairline 
- X-axis: Your age

We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline:

- We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline: 
- We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline: 

Scientific Details

- We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline: 
- We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline:

About your Early Hair Loss result

You can use this result to help understand:

- We use one of two different methods to calculate your hairline
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